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as the art world, in neat symmetry, has become increasingly interested in him? He has apparently followed art for many
years, he spoke at the Frieze Art Fair in 2005, and now he has chosen to publish an essa y in and submit to an interview
for this magazine-all signs of his confidence that the art world can pro vide a spa ce for his multilayered discourse.
Ranciere is not an easy read , yet he is widely read (for a philosopher), largely because he situates himself between
disciplines and debates and seeks to banish the di vision between specialist and amateur, obviously a stance with
broad appeal. At the same time, his philosophical work can be quite abstract, with paradox intentionally lodged at
, its core, Although this embrace of internal contradiction complicates an y discussion of his thoughts on art, might it
not also be the reason today 's art world is so interested in his voice? The hothouse of contemporary art harbors its
own contradictions, after all. The artist today finds it harder than ever to m eaningfully pose important questions at
the very moment that the culture has accorded unprecedented attention to the artist as persona, And in the djfficult
task of thinking through this predicament-and seeking a wa y around it-many have turned to Ranciere's writings
for insight.
One of the more intriguing ideas Ranciere has contributed to art discourse is an insistence that art and politics are
simply two forms of what he calls "the distribution of the sensible," The sensible is a sphere in which both art and
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politics act through processes of structuring, framing, identifying, and contex
tualizing (that is, distribution). It is a kind of unstructured matter that pre
cedes all else. The distribution of the sensible, then, is synonymous with
aesthetics, a term Ranciere employs in the sense of aisthesis: a science con
cerned not simply with beauty and art but also with appearance and percep
tion, all general terms that evoke Schiller's aesthetic education of man or
Kant's description of aesthetic experience. Indeed, Ranciere's own notion of
aesthetic experience presupposes the equality that underwrote Kant's formula
tion of the judgment of taste as a judgment freed from hierarchies of knowledge
and social status.
Ranciere's philosophical path has been guided by the central presumption
that there is a disruptive, anarchic equality that can undermine the normative,
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says, "a world in search of something." The art worl
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forever bedeviled human social organization.
A student of Louis Althusser's, Ranciere
coauthored Reading Capital (Lire Ie Capital
[1965]) at the age of twenty-five but broke
with his teacher shortly thereafter, angered
by Althusser's critique of the 1968 student
revolts; Ranciere condemned in print his elder's
work as authoritarian, academic, and elitist (La Le~on d'Althusser, 196911974).
Still, Althusser's focus on school, family, and media as the crux of ideology
inspired Ranciere's reflections on the social and historical constitution of knowl
edge when he delved into workers' archives of the 1830s and 1840s (The Nights
of Labor: The Workers ' Dream in Nineteenth-Century France [La Nuit des
proletaires: Archives du reve ouvrier, 1981]). Opposing Althusser's theory, The
Ignorant Schoolmaster (Le Maitre ignorant, 1987) propounds the pedagogical
notion that everyone, lettered or unlettered, is equally capable of teaching and
learning: "Equality is not an end to attain but a point of departure, a supposition
to maintain in every circumstance." Disagreement (La Mesentente: Politique et
philosophie, 1995), a reflection on the relation of politics to philosophy, is
the book that cemented Ranciere's philosophical reputation and on which rests
The Politics of Aesthetics (La Partage du sensible: Esthetique et po/itique,
2000), the first book in which he begins to think about the politics of art.
But what does politics mean here? It doesn't just signify institutions of power,
or government, or law. The political order doesn't only define relationships
between individuals and goods; it determines the apportionment of that which
is common, that which lies-or should lie-beyond com erce's categories of
profit and loss. When the sensible is structured, things are always left out: There
is always more than can be counted and represented, and it is a material more
more people, more objects. For Ranciere, politics attacks this false equation. It
is the revolt against exclusion from forms of representation. It occurs at the
moment of dissent and disagreement and is a disruption of the existing order, a
means of exposing that which has been denied representation in the distribution
of the sensible. The political begins when we stop balancing profit and loss and
worry instead about distributing that which is common, creating communal
shares and the bedrock of a sense of community.
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PERHAPS THE BIGGEST PROBLEM with the art world's reception of Ranciere's
ideas is that they are often applied in an overly direct way. They're handy. We're
relieved to address the politicization of art or CO conclude that a particular work
is indeed political art, because that gives a more concrete sense to what other
wise is an amorphous debate about aesthetics and pol itics based on ill-defined
criteria. It would be far more challenging-and more fruitful-to examine what
contemporary artists make of the politics of art and of the role of art in coday's
culture. What could these questions mean in light of Ranciere's thinking?
In the interview that appears in these pages, Ranciere claims that the truly
political approach for art today is to engage popular culture and countercul
tures in terms of "the capacities they set in motion" rather than the images they
offer. In other words, we must learn to create formal structures within which

:iere's work is particularly appealing to the art world because it is, as he
a world in search of something." The art world continually asks what the role
;hould be and what it means to make art, and this is an inquiry so general, so
nental, and with such diverse answers that the result is a wide-open arena.
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one may operate with anarchic equality. Art can be a response to the inequality
of inherited hierarchies, whether the systems of art history or those of a domi
neering popular culture; it can break them down and propose new connections,
activating previously overlooked capacities.
In the context of art and politics, Douglas Gordon and Philippe Parreno's
film Zidane, a 21st Century Portrait, 2006-made by training seventeen cameras
almost exclusively on the eponymous soccer star for the duration of a match
might seem like an antiexample. However, it addresses the politics of art, how art
operates, how it makes meaning. The film aligns itself, in form and in content,
with mass entertainment and high art at once. At ninety minutes, it is the length
of both a televised soccer game and a feature film, and it w~remie>red more or
less simultaneously at the Cannes Film Festival and the Basel Art Fair, during
the final, frenzied weeks of the 2006 World Cup. Uniting the spectacular aspect
of all three spheres, the artists deliver us a movie star, an iconic art image, and a
sports legend, all in the same package.
I have watched the film twice, and both times missed the scoring (I honestly
couldn't say whether it was absent or whether I simply missed it). The artists'
editing strategy undermines any known dramaturgy, defamiliarizing the game,
discovering instead a dreamy and barely recognizable event and a star player
who scarcely moves, conserving his energy for brief bursts of action. When the
cameras aren't closed in on Zidane, they pan across the audience in the back
ground and the green expanse of the field, following the movements of
Zidane's feet and the bands of advertisements encircling the field alike. Instead
of constructing a familiar narrative about a familiar phenomenon, Zidane
returns the image to the "fragility of its surface," to appropriate Ranciere's lan
guage from the interview, and lets it "linger over fragments of t~ e world and
fragments of discourse about the world," out of which any sort of knowledge
might be produced at any time.
But why would art be interested-or, more to the point, able-to take on a
public sphere that encompasses soccer stadiums, globally mediated film images,
and the Museum of Modern Art? This situation, like so many aspects of our
culture, might productively be traced back to the ashes of the French Revolution,
when "the aesthetic regime of art "-one of Ranciere's key concepts--emerges.
The term describes a new dispensation that promotes equality and the destruc
tion of hierarchies, calling into question the distinction between art and other

activities. Art can now potentially reverse hierarchies of representation, sus
pended as it is between a newly established autonomy and a nascent public
sphere ready to be conquered by art as well as by politics. T. J. Clark, in his
1994 essay "Painting in the Year Two," also looks to the 1789 Revolution, sug
gesting that the history of modernism may be seen as the development of an
understanding of art's role after it was freed from mimesis and from the canons
of church and court, entering instead a free market, a disenchanted world, or,
perhaps better, a world now enchanted only by capital. Clark, a Marxist art
historian who published early work alongside Ranciere in the New Left Review,
reflects on the circumstances under which Jacques-Louis David displayed The
Death of Marat, 1793. Painted soon after Marat's murder, David's work was
revealed to the public with its paint still wet, perched on top of the martyr's coffin
on view in the courtyard of the Louvre, the terminus of a lavish funeral procession through Paris. With the passing of the Revolution, the need for new cult
objects arose, and the importance now ascribed to the manner in which images
are seen would intimately alter the process of artmaking. The context of display
is as important as the image displayed. We can say, then, that the distribution of
the sensible at that moment entered a new stage-that of modernity and the
aesthetic regime of art.
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"I DON'T KNow much about contemporary art," apologizes Daniel, the protag

onist of Michel Houellebecq's 2005 novel, The Possibility of an Island. "I've
heard of Marcel Duchamp, and that's all." Daniel, a retired multimillionaire
comedian, is visiting the studio of his friend Vincent, an artist. Vincent brings
Daniel up to date on twentieth-century art, observing that one of three major
art trends employs humor: "There's irony directed at the art market ... or at
finer things, a la Broodthaers, where it's all about provoking uneasiness and
shame in the spectator, the artist, or in both, by presenting a pitiful, mediocre
spectacle that leaves you instantly doubting whether it has the slightest artistic
value; then there's all the work on kitsch, which draws you in, which you come
close to, and can empathize with, on the condition that you signal by means of
a meta-narration that you're not fooled by it."
The appearance of such dialogue in a book by a controversial and widely
read novelist must be considered a symptom of our cultural moment. Serious
writers and philosophers, who have always searched for a public sphere
beyond academia, increasingly perceive the art world as a glamorous, and
sometimes even lucrative, place to be; it joins that old standby Hollywood as a
place of refuge for prominent cultural workers. In part, this is beca use, over
the second half of the twentieth century, the art world-and, in particular, the
artist as persona-has achieved an unprecedented prominence. The figure of
the artist has been elevated (or lowered, depending on whom you ask) into the
realm of common interest, gossip, and idle speculation: yet another site capa
ble of focusing the public's wild, nonspecific desire, in this case through a dia 
lectical movement between longing and loathing, as exemplified by Andy
Warhol and Joseph Beuys. Engaging the artist persona through fiction is a
response to these changes.
The early work of Houellebecq's artist Vincent addresses explicit social con
cerns (e.g., an installation featuring crude sculptures oPbread and fish placed
before a monitor displaying the message FEED THE PEOPLE. ORGANIZE THEM).
He comes to believe that while the artist is often assigned the role of either revo
lutionary or decorator-the distribution of the sensible in action-he can do his
work in other ways. Only modestly successful as an artist, Vincent ultimately
transforms himself into the reincarnation of a powerful prophet and presides
over a burgeoning sect for which he creates values through his persona and his
architectural vision for this new religion. As with Warhol (and perhaps Beuys,
with his Organization for Direct Democracy), Vincent produces not outright
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"revolutionary" work but something so insidiously influential that others take
up his ideas and do his work for him; and it is through this multiplication that
he changes the social fabric.
This idea recalls Ranciere's interest in the way that the borders defining a
practice as either artistic or political are drawn and redrawn, and his interest in
activating dormant or unused capacities. By situating their reflections or discus
sions in the context of contemporary art, Ranciere and Houellebecq seem to
agree that it is worthy of engagement despite-or perhaps because of-its well
known limitations: for instance, that its radical experiments are always neces
sarily entangled with and allowed for by commerce. Art might provide a model,
in fact, for the challenges facing contemporary cultural discourse generally.
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RANCIERE SET OUT to break down the great divisions of specialist and amateur,
high culture and popular culture, teacher and student, and his refreshing think
ing has always placed itself between disciplines, generating discussion rather
than closing it down with the either/or choices that so easily lead to the nihilism
that has largely befallen the Left or to the self-righteous and self-defeating
declaration that there is no way out of the spectacle. Ranciere's work, then, is
particularly appealing to the art world because it is, as he says, "a world in
search of something." The art world continually asks what the role of art should
be and what it means to make art, and this is an inquiry so general, so funda
mental, and with such diverse answers that the result is a wide-open arena that
sustains a heated art market wherein the same practices that give rise to unsur
passed commodification and monetary valuation also define new modes of
appropriation regarding market circulation, yielding spaces of free time, ques
tioning, discussion, and play-"breathing spaces," in the words of Ranciere.
Now that art circulates with such tremendous speed, synchronized with the
movement of capital, information, and the desire that makes them go, a new
generation of artists insists on a certain flexibility, as defense. This generation
freely adopts the styles of both consumer and producer, always inventing new
ways to manipulate information.
Perhaps contemporary art is more receptive than academia to the possibil
ity of social change because it is defined by the erasure of boundaries (between
the specificities of the arts), even by the erasure of its own visibility as a dis
tinct practice. Ranciere's notion of the aesthetic regime of art encapsulates the
paradox that, under modernity, art is increasingly defined and institutionalized
as a sphere of common and even public experience at the same moment that
the boundaries between what is and is not art are being erased, effectively mov
ing the goalposts. How does this all play out in the younger generations of art
ists today?
Ranciere and Houellebecq approach the terrain of art from the position of
writers and thinkers who are attracted to this world in all its contradiction, and
they engage with it in particular ways-by speaking at an art fair, say, or by
addressing the cultural ascendancy of the artist persona by means of a novel.
What happens with the next generation-what becomes possible-is that a
writer or a thinker can engage directly with the operations and str~tures of the
art world. As Fulvia Carnevale puts it, "At this point the art world is more or
less filled with political refugees who come from various other fields"; it is a
world that is many worlds at once, "all sealed in the great stomach and intestine
of Capital."
Carnevale and John Kelsey, who together interview Ranciere in these pages,
may be particularly useful examples of this condition. Trained in philosophy
and closely allied with Ranciere's thought, both come out of writerly back
grounds and now operate in the art world through the deployment of pseudonyms
and cloaks of ambiguity: As writers working under collectively invented artist
continuedonpage341
personae, they have effectively eliminated the
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he had in spades, and, together with brilliance and wit, grit
made his achievements possible over a fifty-year period. 0
BROOKS ADAMS IS A WRITER BASED IN PARIS.

GILLICK/RANClERE conJinued (rom page 265

thinking about other conditional circumstances, then
Ranciere's assertions are even more supportive . There is an
acknowledgment of parallels that reopens the scope of art's
potential, now and then. Nothing grand is being suggested
here-just a way to understand what already appears to be the
case. There are two politics of aesthetics, not one resolva ble
unique artwork.
The weak spot here might be regarding the acceptance of
contemporary art as a valid activity per se. Ranciere leaves
space for us to make judgments as to the efficacy of certain
practices yet neglects (without ignoring) the questions of
urgency, of time, and of direct action. There is a certain mud
dling of terms and artists alongside a reading of material com
binations that is by turns metaphorical and direct. All this can
be excused given Ranciere's demonstrated desire to recuperate
the political discourse and redirect dynamic intellectual
thought away from questions of taste, relativism, or agonistic
mirroring toward structural tools that permit the artist to con
tinue without being hobbled by essentially apolitical interpre
tations that can be based only on irony, implosion, collapse, or
the fetish of immanence within a contingent field of action. 0
lIAM GILLICK IS A NEW YORK-BASED ARTIST.

FUNCKEIRANCIERE continued from page 285

individual author's (unnecessary) burden of subjectivity. Kelsey
is affiliated with Reena Spaulings, first known as a New York
gallery and project space and now as an "artist" as well-a
brand that might transform itself into anything. A writer
becomes an "artist" (a "symbol manager," as Kelsey puts it)
because that role offers an open space of practice, not simply
an opportunity for theoretical modeling. Carnevale and col
laborator James Thornhill's "ready-made artist" Claire
Fontaine can also be seen as a symbol, a response to the limits
of academic language; "she" operates as a visual artist to tran
scribe symptoms of our current crisis, addressing our inca pac
ity to assimilate and process the contemporary experience and
to translate it into forms that express, alternately, the muteness
and the inefficiency of verbal language today.
Other examples, many of them temporary structures, come
to mind, including New York's Scorched Earth, a yet-unpub
lished "magazine" that for its year of operation functioned
more as a discursive and social space, Sarah Pierce's
Metropolitan Complex in Dublin, Berlin's United Nations
Plaza, and New Delhi's Raqs Media Collective. You create a
public for your work; you elicit participation in the circulation
of your discourse from multiple audiences.
However, you also expose yourself to the contradictions
inherent in the very things your work is about. What happens
when you push these internal contradictions, when your artist
who's not an artist makes you real money, when your gallery
that's not a gallery sells art at real art fairs, when your maga
zine that's not a magazine needs infusions of real capital? In
fact, and this might also be the case with the Reena Spaulings
project and the others mentioned above, it's not clear that the
fictitious Claire Fontaine's very real artworks succeed. These
are stubborn objects, weapons of a displaced struggle that only
grudgingly bow down to be art: the cover of Guy Debord's
Societe du spectacle wrapped around a brick; a US quarter ret
rofitted with a concealed blade. Are they too literal in translat

ing philosophical concepts? Do these artistic projects court and
failure in their own way? Does Reena invite accusations of bec
cynicism? Does Claire align herself with naive sincerity?
any
Most of these examples are collective efforts, and recent BEn
years have seen a resurgence of, or at least a renewal of interest FOU l
in, art-world collectives, a tradition whose distinguished his
tory includes the Dadaist Cabaret Voltaire, the Situationist CAP
International, and the Guerrilla Girls. (I should mention that I Page
earn
myself participate in a co.llective called Continuous Project, \!:) 2(
which among other things has produced somewhat nonstan (AR!
dard magazines.) Collectivity holds out the promise that, fluor
37tt
through group activity, ambitious artists might tweak the sta
(The
tus quo. The examples I have cited may differ from the tradi man
tional model, inasmuch as they activate the collective not as a and
vehicle for traditional social change, but more along the lines Prol'
wasl
of a business model that can be adapted to effect change in the unkr
way art-world structures operate, including how capital is fun Dell'
neled through this sphere. These are structures for channeling 65x
Worl
art-world money and power and for allowing writers and
thinkers to live artist personae. The impulse of a more tradi Page
tionally legible activist politics might seem compromised by a '70,
Alhe
"collective" structure that functions more like a dummy cor 196
poration that launders money through ideas, but in the end, L~al
the goal is the same: to keep alive what are, ultimately, tradi grap
Marl
tional ideas of emancipation and disruption. If they need to be Rene
cloaked in the guise of business structures, so be it.
Deb ,
But what comes next? What lies beyond the aesthetic from
regime? The current invented artist personae and artist collec
Page
tives are ofte~ engaged in a displaced struggle as they wait for 167
something else to arrive, or attempt to make it happen them Brec
selves. There is a sense of pushing, an impatience. Ranciere, on Ense
Berli
the other hand, prefers to calmly pose the questions rather than 20()
definitively answer them. Hoeullebecq, through the form of 192(
pure storytelling, envisions an artist figure beyond the aesthetic 196
200
regime, an artist as propagandist, who is plucked from obscu and-l
rity and given a real function as a religious leader. It comes as Goln
no surprise, then, that Houellebecq's Vincent would refer to vide,
lion'
Beuys. For Beuys, the question of how to create a relationship Righ'
with the public that goes beyond a shared definition of beauty alrle
was central to his idea of "social sculpture." One of his unique
Page
achievements was to invent his public, understand it, and acti ley),
vate it, a strategy for which he developed the remarkable role mini
of charlatan-artist. He offers an example of an artist who over cam
the years developed an ambiguous position somewhere Vall'
dlr..
between sincerity and fraudulence, between the sacred and the Ont.
profane, and for whom such uncertainty sprang from within as 197
Bure
much as from without.
(16~
In 1964, Beuys called on the state to augment the Berlin vari,
Wall by five centimeters-an absurd demand, but one that InS,
deployed the common symbol of German national trauma in a
theatrical gesture designed to appeal to both East and West. LV?
His memorandum to the Ministry of the Interior opens by Jull
declaring: "[The wall) is an image and it should be seen as an alh
image." Ignq;- ing the way the wall was normally perceived, ing
Beuys only seemingly shifted the issue to a matter of pure aes me
thetics: "The view of the Berlin Wall from an angle that solely tra
considers the proportion of the built structure," he continues, eXl
"immediately defuses the wall." In other words, it directs us the
from the physical wall to the figurative wall and thus to the
possibility of overcoming it. Beuys goes on to calculate the EXI
ideal height for the wa II as a function of its length, by recourse ini
to that most classical standard of beauty: proportionality. The SOl
document remains in limbo between aesthetic play and politi ree
cal declaration, redrawing the boundaries of politics and art in~
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ing philosophical concepts? Do these artistic projects court
failure in their own way? Does Reena invite accusations of
cynicism? Does Claire align herself with naive sincerity?
Most of these examples are collective efforts, and recent
years have seen a resurgence of, or at least a renewal of interest
in, art-world collectives, a tradition whose distinguished his
tory includes the Dadaist Cabaret Voltaire, the Situationist
International, and the Guerrilla Girls. (I should mention that I
myself participate in a collective called Continuous Project,
which among other things has produced somewhat nonstan
dard magazines.) Collectivity holds out the promise that,
through group activity, ambitious artists might rweak the sta
tus quo. The examples I have cited may differ from the tradi
tiona I model, inasmuch as they activate the collective not as a
vehicle for traditional social change, but more along the lines
of a business model that can be adapted to effect change in the
way art-world structures operate, including how capital is fun
neled through this sphere. These are structures for channeling
art-world money and power and for allowing writers and
thinkers to live artist personae. The impulse of a more tradi
tionally legible activist politics might seem compromised by a
"collective" structure that functions more like a dummy cor
poration that launders money through ideas, but in the end,
the goal is the same: to keep alive what are, ultimately, tradi
tiona I ideas of emancipation and disruption. If they need to be
cloaked in the guise of business structures, so be it.
But what comes next? What lies beyond the aesthetic
regime? The current invented artist personae and artist collec
tives are often engaged in a displaced struggle as they wait for
something else to arrive, or attempt to make it happen them
selves. There is a sense of pushing, an impatience. Ranciere, on
the other hand, prefers to calmly pose the questions rather than
definitively answer them. Hoeullebecq, through the form of
pure storytelling, envisions an artist figure beyond the aesthetic
regime, an artist as propagandist, who is plucked from obscu
rity and given a real function as a religious leader. It comes as
no surprise, then, that Houellebecq's Vincent would refer to
Beuys. For Beuys, the question of how to create a relationship
with the public that goes beyond a shared definition of beauty
was central to his idea of "social sculpture. " One of his unique
achievements was to invent his public, understand it, and acti
vate it, a strategy for which he developed the remarkable role
of charlatan-artist. He offers an example of an artist who over
the years developed an ambiguous position somewhere
berween sincerity and fraudulence, berween the sacred and the
profane, and for whom such uncertainty sprang from within as
much as from without.
In 1964, Beuys called on the state to augment the Berlin
Wall by five centimeters-an absurd demand, but one that
deployed the common symbol of German national trauma in a
theatrical gesture designed to appeal to both East and West.
His memorandum to the Ministry of the Interior opens by
declaring: "[The wall] is an image and it should be seen as an
image.» Ignoring the way the wall was normally perceived,
Beuys only seemingly shifted the issue to a matter of pure aes
thetics: "The view of the Berlin Wall from an angle that solely
considers the proportion of the built structure," he continues,
"immediately defuses the wall." In other words, it directs us
from the physical wall to the figurative wall and thus to the
possibility of overcoming it. Beuys goes on to calculate the
ideal height for the wall as a function of its length, by recourse
to that most classical standard of beauty: proportionality. The
document remains in limbo berween aesthetic play and politi
cal declaration, redrawing the boundaries of politics and art

and envisioning, avant la lettre, a redistribution of the sensible,
because once a physical wall appears to be a figurative wall,
anything can happen. 0
BrnlNA FUNCKE IS A WRITER AND AN EDITOR AT DlA ART
FOUNDATION IN NEW YORK. (SEE CONTRIBUTORS.)

CAPTIONS/SPECTATOR continued from page 270
Page 270, spiral, from top left: Andy Warhol, CrOWd, 1963, silk-screen ink on
canvas, 50 x 36 Ya". Founding Collection, The Andy warhol Museum, Pittsburgh.
© 2007 Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts/Artists Rights Society
(ARS), New York. Dan Graham, PubliC Space;Two Audiences, 1976, muslin,
fluorescent lights, thermo-acoustic glass, mirror, and wood. Installation view,
37th Venice Biennale, Venice, 1976. Bertolt Brecht, Die Dre/groschenoper
(The Threepenny Opera), 1928, a Berliner Ensemble production, 1960. Perfor·
mance view, Theater am Schiffbauerdamm , Berlin, 1960. Mack (Wolf Kaiser)
and Jenny (Felicitas Ritsch) . Photo: Vera Tenschert. ~tlenne-Louls Boul"§e,
Prolet de blbllotMque royale (Royal Library ProJect), 1785, pencil , ink, and
wash. Amphitheater, Epldavros, Greece, 2005. Photo: Graham McVicker. Artist
unknown, Portrait of Joseph lacotot, n.d. Thomas Struth, Audience 16 (Galleria
Dell' Accademla, Florenz), 2004, color photograph mounted on UV Plexiglas,
65 x Bl 'I, x 2 %". J. J. Grandville, Illustration from Un Autre Monde (Another
World,1844).

Page 273, spiral, from top left: Interior of the E.A.T.-<leslgned Pepsi Pavilion, Expo
'70, Osaka, Japan, 1970. Roman copy of a Greek relief showing Menander, an
Athenian dramatist of the fourth century BC. Jean-Luc Godard, La Chlnolse,
1967, still from a color film in 35 mm, 96 minutes. Guillaume (Jean-Pierre
leaud) and Yvonne (Juliet Berta). John Heartfteld, AIZ/VI, 1931, offset litho
graph, 15 x 10 y,,". Alain Resnal .. CAnne.. demlere Mar/enbad (last Year at
Marlenbad), 1961, still from a black-and-white film in 35 mm, 94 minutes.
Rendering of a Fourlerlst phalanstilre. Artist unknown, title unknown, n.d. Guy
Debord, La Societe du spectacle (The SOCiety of the Spectacle), 1973, still
from a black-and-white film in 35 mm, 8B minutes.

a

Page 276, spiral, from top left: Jean lepautre, untitled engraving depicting a
1674 performance of Jean-Baptiste Lully'sA/ceste, Versailles, 1676. Bertolt
Brecht, Dos klelne mahagonny (The Mahagonny Song Cycle), 1929, a Berliner
Ensemble production, 1963. Performance view, Theater am Schiffbauerdamm,
Berlin, 1963. Photo: Vera Tenschert. Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster, Pare Central,
2006, still from a color video, 50 minutes. Tina Modottl, Workers Parade,
1926, black-and-white photograph, 8'h x HI, . Re-creation of Allan Kaprow's
1964 happening Out by Bo Christian Larsson, et aI., Haus der Kunst, Munich,
2006. Photo: Andreas Lang. Abel Gance, Napoleon, 1927, still from a black
and-white film In 35 mm, 235 minutes. Marat (Anton In Artaud). Bruce Nauman,
Going Around the Corner Piece with Live and Taped Monltors,1970, wallboard,
video camera , two video monitors, videotape player, and videotape. Installa
tion view, Sperone Westwater, New York, 1988. © 2007 Bruce Nauman/Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York. Drawing after a PompeII fresco depicting a the
atrical performance. Artist unknown, title unknown, n.d,
Page 281 , spiral, from top left: Lloyd Bacon (with choreography by Busby Berk&
ley), Footlight Parade, 1933, still from a black-and-white film In 35 mm, 104
minutes. Jean-Slmeon Chard In, The Young Schoolmistress, ca. 1735, oil on
canvas, 24Y, x 26 y," . Hugo Ball reading the sound poem Karavane, Cabaret
Voltaire, Zurich, 1916. Sophocles, Oedipus Rex, ca. 428 BC, a production
directed by Tyrone Guthrie, 1954. Performance view, Stratford Festival,
Ontario, Canada. Photo: Peter Smith and Company. Chris Burden, Shoot,
1971. Performance view, F Space, Santa Ana, California, 1971. © Chris
Burden. Abraham Bosse, frontispiece of Thomas Hobbes's Leviathan (detail),
(1651). Rlrkrlt Tlravanlja, Untitled (Pad Thai), 1990, mixed-media, dimensions
variable. Joan Jonas, Mirror Pieces, 1969-70, stili from a black-and-white film
in Super 8.

LOTTICKENIREPRESENTATlON continued from page 303

Jules Verne yarn rather than a Mallarmean game of "perpetual
allusion." Huyghe brings out the opaqueness of signs, oppos
ing the suggestions of transparency implied both by mass
media images and by many pictures of relatioij,a\ artworks,
transforming the nineteenth-century imperialist cliche of the
expedition to uncharted lands into a self-reflexive journey to
the limits of representation.
EXPLORATIONS LIKE HUYGHE'S, however, should not be seen

in isolation, as art's time-honored and autonomous bailiwick.
Some images of black bloc members in Get Rid of Yourself
recall another kind of mask-the niqabs and burkas increas
ingly worn by Muslim women in
continued on page 344
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